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Letter from the Chairman By Kurt Geis
Well, as I sit here on January
2, 2015 I have no clue where
I’m going with this. So, as I’ve
done so many times before,
here goes.
If you missed the meeting on
the 13th you probably missed
the night before, which was
the annual chapter Christmas
party. Again held at the home
of our chairman, the party
went without a hitch. We did
have a menu change, going
from chili to a full Mexican
buffet, and man, was it good.
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We had several examples of
enchiladas to choose from, and
I did. As I did on several of the
foods that the members, of
should I say members spouses
saw fit to prepare. There
were several samples of enchiladas, taco and burritos, a couple samples of chili, and all
kinds of crudités. To say the
least, yyyuuuuuuuummmmmm.
The following day we met at
our usual haunt for our monthly meeting. At that meeting
we railroaded, I mean reelected the existing chapter

officers for the coming year.
Sorry guys. We also chose to
continue meeting at DavisMoore Chevrolet.
After the formal meeting we
continued the discussion on
chapter functions including
judging meets and meetings.
Hopefully I’ll be able to get
them transposed for the next
newsletter.
Well, I know it’s short, but I’m
fresh out of ideas, so, until next
week, have a good week.

NCRS Events Calendar
(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.
 Jan 10 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting


Jan 15 -> 18 58th Annual Starbird-Devlin
Rod & Custom Charities Car Show



Jan 21 -> 24 37th Annual Florida Regional
@ Sun & Fun Facility, Lakeland, FL



Feb 14 - Happy Valentines Day - Give your sweetie
(not your Corvette) a Big Kiss



Feb 14 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting



Mar 14 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting



Apr 11 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting



May 9 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting



Jun 13 - Midway USA All Corvette Charity
Car Show

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Officers & Committee Chairs
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Vice-Chairman
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Judging

Kurt Geis
(316) 773-0774
Rick Smiley
(316) 729-8388
Jim Coote
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(316) 729-4290
Tracy Crisler
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Kurt Geis and Dale Green

Midway USA Chapter Merchandise
Midway USA Chapter Banner
2 x 5 is $25.00 3 x 7 is $57.40
X-Press Signs & Graphics (has moved to)
3845 W. Harry (316) 613-2360
Midway USA Name Tag
$7.00 for either the magnetic or pin type
Can be purchased at Apple Graphix
2429 W Douglas Ave (316) 942-5426
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Fire Extinguishers by Verle Randolph
This is an update of an article written for the Sidepipe in 1997.
NCRS encourages members to carry a fire extinguisher in their Corvettes by granting bonus points during
judging. There are several reasons this may be a good idea; not the least to put out the fire if your (or another person’s) car catches on fire. I have used my extinguisher to put out fires in other cars several times
over the years so I think it is a good idea.
There are four different types of fires, classified as;
A - trash, wood, paper, (solids), etc including most plastics. The numerical rating indicates how much water it holds.
B - gasoline or other flammable liquid. The numerical rating indicates square feet of coverage.
C - electrical
D - combustible metals, such as magnesium, titanium, potassium and sodium. These types of extinguishers
also have no numerical rating, nor are they given a multi-purpose rating - they are designed for class D
fires only.
CO2 extinguishers are used for B and C fires. They are high pressure and don’t work very well on type A
fires. They are good on electrical fires and leave no residue.
Halon fire extinguishers are rechargeable, and contain Halon 1211, with nitrogen as a propellant. Intended
for critical uses, they are ideal for protecting sensitive electronic equipment. Halon 1211 is safe, noncorrosive, leaves no messy residue, and is effective on common combustibles, flammable liquids and electrical fires.
These are only the common types of fire extinguishers. There are many others to choose from. Base your
selection on the classification and the extinguisher's compatibility with the items you wish to protect.
H3R Clean Agent Halon fire extinguishers are rechargeable, and contain recycled Halon 1211, with nitrogen
as a propellant. Intended for critical uses, they are ideal for protecting sensitive electronic equipment.
Halon 1211 is safe, non-corrosive, leaves no messy residue, and is effective on common combustibles,
flammable liquids and electrical fires.
Each type of fire has different characteristics and requires different chemicals to put it out.
Now, I’m not saying your Corvette is trash, but a Corvette fire can have the characteristics of any or all of
the classifications. The fire may (and often does) start with an electrical fire. This can set solids such as
carpeting, seats and, yes, fiberglass on fire. As soon as it reaches either end of the car, it can become gas
(Continued on page 4)
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Fire Extinguishers by Verle Randolph
fed with spectacular results.
Most fire extinguisher manufacturers produce a unit that is rated for three fire classifications, commonly
referred to as an ABC extinguisher. They also recommend an inspection at least once a year to make sure
the extinguisher is still viable. Most units have a small gauge indicating the pressure inside. The needle
should be well in the green zone. If it is near the red you should have a professional check it.
The ABC type is filled with monoammonium phosphate, a yellow powder that leaves a sticky residue that
may be damaging to electrical appliances such as a computer. Dry chemical extinguishers have an advantage over CO2 extinguishers since they leave a non-flammable substance on the extinguished material,
reducing the likelihood of re-ignition.
Operation is simple, pull the safety pin, point the nozzle at the fire, press the handle. To be effective the
spray should be directed at the base of the fire and move back and forth with a sweeping motion. They
work by blocking oxygen from the fire so if the source is still hot when you stop spraying the fire may restart. If possible, after you put out the fire, cool the area with water.
Warning! Water will not put out a gasoline fire, and may cause it to spread.
Water should only be used to put out class A fires. That could include fiberglass and carpet.
I have included type D because some cars now have significant magnesium parts. If the magnesium catches
fire the car is probably done for. Not many type D extinguishers around.
Halon is an advantage because it is effective against most fires and does not leave a mess to clean up. It
has a disadvantage because it is expensive. A consideration to add into your decision process, how much is
your car worth to you?
To be useful your fire extinguisher must be accessible, not packed under and behind everything else in the
car. Since I move my seat forward to drive there is room behind the seat and I have carried one there for
years. An extinguisher in a car should be inspected more often since vibration and bumps may cause problems. Check the mounting bracket to make sure it is secure, check the gauge reading, check the safety pin.
A couple of weeks ago (remember, this was written in 1997) I was rummaging around in the area behind
the seats of my 69 coupe, bumped the handle of the fire extinguisher and received a good dusting of ABC
fire extinguisher powder. It doesn’t taste good! I prefer something with more body and a little sweeter. A
short bump produced an amazing amount of power and very good coverage of the interior of the car. The
safety pin had somehow worked its way out of place.
A few years ago a friend was following us when he slammed on the brakes and scrambled from the car.
With the doors open a white cloud was boiling out; it looked like the car was on fire. When I got back there
we determined a bump jarred the mount loose and had triggered his fire extinguisher, emptying the whole
thing inside the car. Not a pretty sight. He drove with the windows down for several hours on the way
home and had a major clean up to do.
The moral of the story is: carry a fire extinguisher, check it regularly and drive carefully.
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December 2014 Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Chapter Secretary Jim Coote
The December 2014 monthly meeting was held on the 13th and called to order at 9:00 AM by the chapter Chairman, Kurt
Geis. There were 21 in attendance.
Chapter Business:
Kurt opened the meeting after surviving our Christmas gathering at his house last night in his usual friendly manner by welcoming all the attendees, including a visitor by the name of Jeff Krehbil. Actually, although this is the first time Jeff has
attended our meeting, he has been a member for awhile. This was his first opportunity to attend so Kurt inquired about his
vehicles, two being the kind that we are interested in, a 1997 Vette purchased new and a 1967 which has been restored.
Naturally he was asked if he would like the club to judge his '67. I'm sure he hasn't heard the last of that idea.
Kurt asked Dallas Keller, our Treasurer, if he had anything to say about our finances and of course Dallas welcomed the opportunity to talk. He advised us that there was $3,692.01 in the checking account which included three checks written to
the American Heart Association this past year which have not been cashed. Following earlier discussions that the club has
had about what to do with the checks, Dallas became friends with our banker and convinced him to charge us only once
for stopping payment of the three checks, saving us $78.00 in fees. Our monies are in good hands with Dallas, but he
doesn't bring us breakfast like our last Treasurer did! Maybe he could work on that. A discussion followed about what to
do with the funds from the un-cashed checks. It was decided to write a check in the amount of $1226. to our new charity,
The American Cancer Society, which will leave us with a little over $2400. in our account.
New Business:
Dallas was asked to update us on his and Kerri's experience in Frisco at the Regional Judging Meet getting Performance Verification on their '72. We've all heard how difficult it is to get PV and Dallas helped us to realize without going through it
ourselves what trials and tribulations are involved. He started out by saying that the car performed flawlessly at home!
They trailered the car to Dallas (Frisco) and did a practice drive and at some point the steering wheel locked up. A call
went out for help and someone was able to free it up by using good mechanical methods and tools, consisting of beating,
jerking, lifting, cursing and a hammer. It worked but the anxiety that the Keller's experienced waiting for the real PV examination and drive was not communicable to us. They did survive the real thing though and said the car performed just
like it did at home, flawlessly. Congratulations to you both. The averages of passing on the first try are about 50%.
Buoyed by such success, Dallas says that they are going to try for a Duntov award in Denver at the regional next July.
Since Kerri has helped this project along from beginning to PV we have no doubt that they'll accomplish their goal in
Denver.
Rick Smiley, our VP in good standing with everybody but his wife Bev, was asked to discuss with the attendees what the
board had recently decided. We felt that we needed to incorporate more technical sessions at our regular meetings. Rick
had come up with several possible topics that might be of interest to the group, namely; overhauling items like distributors, headlight motors, rear axles-swing arms and vacuum systems. Also, installing ball joints, which could be a repeat of
what Tracy Krisler, our Judging Chairman, showed us a couple of years ago. For those interested in riveting instead of
bolting, this would make a good hands-on tech session. A surprise suggestion from Rick, a "racer, not a waxer", was a
session on detailing. I bet Dallas could conduct that session! Due to the overwhelming enthusiastic response of the attendees, I think we are going to have to come up with some more suggestions if we are going to have a crowd at these tech
sessions! Maybe the lack of comments from the group was caused more from their lack of sleep Friday night rather than a
lack of interest in having more technical sessions. If so, please let the board know what your interests are as this club is
more than car shows and judging.
Speaking of judging, Casey Coats is planning on having his 1959 judged in Joplin at the regional in May which is the 14th
through the 17th. It should be interesting to see how our results last September compare with Joplin's, so let's plan on going in May! Our next local judging meet is tentatively scheduled for April and our second one in 2015 should fall in September, hopefully missing our Judging Chairman's hunting of defenseless birds.
Tracy was asked what cars are available for judging next April, including his. His response to the inquiry on the completion of
his car brought a smile and a response similar to a politician's reply to a question that neither likes to answer, such as I
(Continued on page 6)
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December 2014 Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Continued
refuse to commit anything anymore. It does get embarrassing, doesn't it Tracy. Ask any of us with a project and see what
you get.
Kurt asked the attending group if any would like to be one of the four stooges up at the front table, but got no one's hand except Kent Michael's who wanted to, and did, make a motion to keep the same FOUR STOOGES as we have had for the
last few years. None of the current four complained too loudly so guess they are content with the situation as it is also.
The motion was heard, seconded, voted on and passed, so guess what? The four of us will face you again next year from
this here table! In other words, the nominations and election are over!
Dave Houlihan, the black hat individual in the room, (oops-guess now that we have so many wearing judges paraphernalia I'm
going to have to be more specific), addressed our newest attendee, Jeff Krehbiel and asked if he'd like his '97 judged
sometime. Dave was involved in Frisco in a practice run on judging the first of the C5 generation and thought judging
Jeff's car for practice might be a good learning experience for us all. The book Dave has is apparently the first attempt on
making a judging guide with changes soon to be incorporated. Nothing is final yet but the experience that we would have
using this book would give us a jump on the eventual inclusion of judging C5's as a legitimate function of NCRS.
Kurt's last item on his non-printed agenda was the car show that we'll be having again in June next year. He is looking for
ideas as to how to improve the show, figuring if we are to increase attendance we are going to have to make it a show that
attendees want to come back year after year. Word of mouth of the quality of the show will help increase attendance, so
we need new ideas, and soon, in order to give us time to work out the details. Rick had a suggestion that since we have
changed charities from The American Heart Association to The American Cancer Society we wear something pink to relate the show to our charity. Someone, I believe it was Jo Houlihan, said that someone makes a pink Chevrolet "Bowtie"
to advertise Chevy's involvement with the charity. Kurt will check into that with Davis Moore who should know something about such an item.
Karin Geis, the impetus behind our Chairman, asked for the floor to thank those of us who attended their Christmas party last
night. In response, she got a "thank you" from the ones that were there last night for the Geis' hosting. It was a good time
had by all, except for Joe Elliott who because he doesn't take copious notes at the meeting and doesn't have a computer,
missed the date thinking it was going to be on our meeting night as it has been in years past. We all hope Joe gets rushed
into whatever this century is and gets a 'puter for Christmas 'cause he was so good all year long!
Rick brought up the fact that the Tulsa chapter publishes a little book containing all the member's information and wondered if
we could or should do the same here. After some discussion, mostly negative, it was decided to forget the book idea but
consider sending a roster to all members. "Consider" means to put off the decision. I'm sure it will come up again, so stay
tuned.
Stanley Schield from Montezuma, way out there in the West, was in attendance because there was no farming to do so Kurt
engaged him in a conversation that included our club coming out to The West to see his Corvette Corral some time. Stan
said we should consider coming out in the spring when Montezuma has their parade and put a bunch of Vettes in it. We
could make it a "road trip" and combine all sorts of fun activities, all in Montezuma! It would have to be an overnight trip
and since the 'Zuma hotel will be filled up, I suspect Stan could put us all up in one of his out buildings, preferably the one
with his Vettes. Stan will check into which weekend the parade is planned for this year and will get in contact with us.
He suspects that it will be the first Saturday in June.
Stan also told us a horror story on his recently acquired '60 that involved Anti-freeze and oil mixed together somewhere in his
engine from an unknown source. Someone suggested if we come out for the parade we could have one of our technical
sessions by tearing down his engine! Suspect that's not an idea that sets well with Stan, but it's a thought!
Dallas informed us again that Kerri still has an XLT club shirt in her possession which probably could be marked down for the
Holiday Season. If you think you might be gaining weight soon, you might jump on this and beat that other guy and get a
bargain too!
The morning's meeting was so good (for those of you who missed it) I forgot to notice what time it ended, so let's just say
somewhere around 10:30. You should have been there! See you next month.
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
The Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society Mission
Formed in 1974, the National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of 15,800+ families dedicated to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes made from the model
years 1953 through 1996.
If you are looking for a 1953 - 96 Corvette: The seller is telling you "the numbers match". Do you know
what they mean? Are they truthful? Join the NCRS and learn from all of the information we have gathered
in the last 33 years to make a wise decision when you purchase your Corvette.
If you already own a 1953 - 96 Corvette: No matter what you are up to, NCRS members have been
there before. Benefit from all of the information we have gathered in the last 33 years to make better and
smarter decisions as you restore and maintain your valuable Corvette.
Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($20.00) __ Check # ____
Cash
A NCRS Membership is Required. By Internet http://www.ncrs.org/membership/index.html
NCRS Membership is $35.00
By Phone (513) 385-8526
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Kurt Geis (NCRS-KS) Membership Chair / Chairman
14123 W. Onewood Ct.
Wichita, Ks 67235
(316) 773-0774
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